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Secrets From Beyond The Grave
Bill Edgar earns an unconventional living by letting the dead speak; interrupting funerals to deliver messages from beyond the grave. It's a world away from his early life as a street kid, a boxer and ...
How Bill Edgar became the Coffin Confessor
When Shakespeare wrote King Lear, he could hardly have imagined that his tragedy of paternal angst would be cited more than 400 years on, in the rarified surroundings of the High Court in London.
Two furious daughters, a stubborn stepmother and revenge from beyond the grave
In Amani Haydar’s debut memoir, The Mother Wound, this address – or, as de Man has it, “the fiction of the voice-from-beyond-the-grave” – moves in two directions. It is visible when Haydar addresses ...
The worst nightmare: when your father murders your mother
When Leif’s (Jake Johnson) estranged mother Honey (Sarandon) dies, she leaves him a "conditional inheritance" in a dramedy from director Trent O'Donnell. J.K. Simmons and D'Arcy Carden also star.
Susan Sarandon Wants to Make Amends From Beyond the Grave in 'Ride the Eagle' (Exclusive Clip)
Marvel is keeping the film’s secrets close to its chest ... in which Jake Gyllenhaal’s Mysterio released a video from beyond the grave, revealing Spider-Man’s identity as Peter Parker.
Spider-Man: No Way Home Mysterio merchandise reveals Marvel film’s first ‘spoiler’
EASTENDERS fans were left open-mouthed as murdered Tina Carter returned to the soap from beyond the grave. The serial killer - who is played by actor Toby Alexander Smith in the BBC One soap - has ...
EastEnders fans open-mouthed as murdered Tina Carter returns to soap from beyond the grave
Horrified mourners watched as workers at a Brooklyn cemetery tried to force a coffin into a grave that was dug too ... “How something like this happens is beyond me.” The lawsuit, recently ...
Coffin pops open after NYC cemetery workers try to force casket in too-small grave: lawsuit
Corporate mercenaries – or, more properly, private security and military companies – are increasingly taking over functions that were once carried out by states, with grave implications for human ...
The disturbing rise of the corporate mercenaries
Beyond what is written on the tomb, very little is known for certain. However, people have long been drawn to the unassuming little grave ... and The Top 10 Secrets of Riverside Park in NYC.
The Smallest Cemetery in Manhattan: The Grave of the “Amiable Child” in Riverside Park
Either he confided things to that fly and considered it a trusted friend, or he confided things to that fly and now hopes it’s dead, taking his secrets to the grave. Either way, it’s a good ...
Do Flies Survive When They Fly Out Your Car Window At Highway Speeds?
Monster Slayer is a new AR mobile game from CD Projekt. Here are some tips, tricks, and strategies for the best Witcher experience on the go.
The Witcher Monster Slayer: 10 essential tips and tricks for the best Witcher experience
The groundswell of interest extends beyond the Outstanding Drama race ... more 'I Just Came to Get My Free Panties': The Victoria's Secret Karen, Explained The Easiest Way to Clean Gunk Out ...
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